Instructions: Think like an Archeologist!! Using YouTube, Google Images and Google, research the different functions of dance in various communities. You will be assigned a function of dance, and you and your partner will start your research!

Here are some guiding questions for your search:

- What does dance look like in various communities?
- What does community look like in dance?
- How are communities brought together through dance?
- How do various communities use dance?
- What are different functions of dance around the world?

Function of Dance: To forget their troubles and change their mood.

Type of Dance: Hip Hop

Place of Origin: ________________

What are your observations about this dance and the role it plays in the community?

- gas masks
- serious
- Scary
- showing an opinion
- movements
- hoping for a change in plans.
- proving a point
- locking popping
- cause wonder

What are the key characteristics of this dance?

- on tables
- floor
- technology

What do you notice about the use of space?

- everywhere

What do you notice about the relationships between dancers, dancers and musicians, props, costumes, etc.?

- all are put together to make a strong view with a negative outcome.

What function does this dance appear to play in the community?

- making a change.